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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a document distance-based approach
to automatically expand the number of available relevance
judgements when those are limited and reduced to only pos-
itive judgements. This may happen, for example, when the
only available judgements are extracted from a list of ref-
erences in a published clinical systematic review. We show
that evaluations based on these expanded relevance judge-
ments are more reliable than those using only the initially
available judgements. We also show the impact of such an
evaluation approach as the number of initial judgements de-
creases.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.4 [Systems]: Textual databases; H.3.4 [Systems and
Software]: Performance evaluation

Keywords
Information Retrieval, Evaluation, Relevance Judgements
Expansion

1. INTRODUCTION
There are applications that benefit from an information

retrieval (IR) stage, but which do not have enough sam-
ple documents for a full assessment of the retrieval quality.
Furthermore, the few sample documents available only rep-
resent positive relevant documents. For example, within the
area of Evidence Based Medicine (EBM), clinical systematic
reviews provide the medical doctor with clinical evidence to-
gether with a list of relevant documents. We envisage the
development of tools that will facilitate the production of
such systematic reviews. One of the first stages of such
an application consists of an IR step that retrieves all key
relevant documents. But the references in a systematic re-
view cover only a small sample of all relevant references [2],
and only a fraction of the documents of a systematic re-
view can be retrieved after performing exhaustive searches,
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mostly due to the fact that there are complex queries and
several document repositories [6]. Furthermore, the list of
references only indicate relevant documents but there are
no lists of non-relevant documents readily available. It is
therefore expected that any evaluation metric that is based
solely on the references from the systematic review will show
unreliable results.

Previous work has shown that by expanding an initial set
of document assessments for given queries, one can perform
a more accurate automatic evaluation of IR systems. For
example, Büttcher et al. [1] used Machine Learning meth-
ods trained over a subset of relevance judgements in order
to expand the set of relevance judgements. They showed
that evaluation results with the expanded set of relevance
judgements had better quality than using the source subset
of judgements. Quality of the evaluation was measured by
ranking a set of IR systems according to the new expanded
relevance judgements, and comparing it against the system
ordering produced by the original set of judgements. In the
clinical domain, Martinez et al. [6] explored the use of re-
ranking methods based on reduced judgements, and found
that the use of automatic classifiers would allow to consid-
erably reduce the time required for clinicians to identify a
large portion (95%) of the relevant documents. Both these
articles reported limitations of the classifiers when the ini-
tial number of documents was small. Furthermore, in the
scenario that we contemplate, where we rely on the list of
references of a systematic review as the set of relevant doc-
uments, we do not have information about negative judge-
ments, and therefore a classifier-based approach to expand
the set of relevant documents would have to deal with this
issue.

More recent work [7] has shown that by relying on docu-
ments retrieved frequently by a diverse set of systems, it is
possible to build relevance assessments automatically, and
achieve high correlation with manually judged data. How-
ever this approach has been tested by building on a set of
competing runs from different research groups, which is not
always available; and this method does not benefit from ex-
isting qrels.

We propose to automatically expand the set of relevant
documents by adding documents that are reasonably close
to the original, reduced set. We show the result of several
experiments that test the impact of such automatic expan-
sion. For our experiments, we rely on the OHSUMED test
collection [3]. This is a corpus containing clinical queries
and assessments, and we focus on the set of 63 queries that
was used in the TREC-9 Filtering Track. The OHSUMED



Figure 1: Distance versus relevance in the
OHSUMED test corpus.

queries were generated to address actual information needs
for clinicians, and the assessed documents were retrieved in
two iterations, by relying on the MEDLINE search interface1

and the SMART retrieval system respectively. The retrieved
documents were judged by a separate group of domain ex-
perts to the group performing the search. As document
collection we rely on the 1988-91 subset of MEDLINE that
was released as test data for the TREC-9 challenge, which
contains 293,856 documents. For evaluation we apply a va-
riety of IR systems implemented in the Terrier open source
package [4].

2. DISTANCE VERSUS RELEVANCE
The rationale of our work is related to the so-called clus-

ter hypothesis, that is, the assumption that“documents that
are in the same cluster behave similarly with respect to rel-
evance to information needs” [5]. The cluster hypothesis has
been used to improve the results of information retrieval
and classification tasks. In contrast, we are not concerned
about improving the IR results. Instead, we want to im-
prove the effectiveness of IR evaluation. But this slightly
reworded version of the cluster hypothesis may apply: doc-
uments that are similar enough will behave similarly with
respect to relevance to information needs. The question is,
how similar must these documents be?

We first examined the impact of similarity between docu-
ments with regards to their relevance. For every document
associated to any qrel from the OHSUMED test set (3,121
documents), we computed the distance between the docu-
ment and the closest qrel (other than the document itself)
within each query. The resulting (document,question) pairs
were sorted by distance and binned into centiles such that
the first centile is formed by the top 1% pairs, and so on.
Then, within each centile we computed the percentage of
relevant documents. Figure 1 shows the result.

The figure shows a clear relation between distance and
relevance. 78% of documents in the first centile are rele-
vant, and the number quickly degrades. The figure has been
truncated to the top 10 centiles since virtually none of the

1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed

BB2 BM25 DFR BM25 DLH
DPH DFRee Hiemstra LM DLH13
IFB2 In expB2 In expC2 InL2
LemurTF IDF LGD PL2 TF IDF

Table 1: List of 16 runs from the terrier package

documents from the 10th centile onwards are relevant.
For these experiments we used as the distance metric

1 − cosine similarity. The vector representations of the
documents were formed by obtaining the tfidf values of all
words lowercased and with stop words removed, and then
taking the top 200 components after performing Principal
Component Analysis (PCA).2 PCA was used as a means
to compress the vector space. Using tfidf features without
the subsequent PCA stage produced a slightly less marked
relation and at the expense of much longer processing times.

3. EVALUATION METRICS
The results described in Section 2 show that distance be-

tween a document and a known relevant document may be
a good indicator of document relevance. We therefore stud-
ied the impact of using document distance as a means to
generate new relevance sets which we call pseudo-qrels.

In the following experiments we used several IR systems
as described below. We evaluated the performance of each
system according to these sets of relevance judgements:

1. Original set of qrels.

2. A subset of qrels. This subset is a baseline that models
the situation where the number of qrels is limited.

3. The same subset of qrels, expanded with the pseudo-
qrels. These pseudo-qrels are produced based on dis-
tance metrics as described below.

3.1 Information Retrieval Baselines
In the absence of the official set of runs from the TREC

filtering track participants, we resorted to building our own
systems using the open source Terrier 3.5 package. We built
16 baselines by choosing 16 different ranking algorithms and
used them with their default settings to build the runs.

Terrier offers a range of Divergence from Random (DFR)
models which are instantiated by three components of the
framework: selecting a basic randomness model, applying
the first normalisation, and normalising the term frequen-
cies. We stopped and stemmed all the 63 test queries and
the collection, and used the Porter stemmer as the default
stemming algorithm. Table 1 is the list of ranking models
corresponding with the baselines used for our experiments.

3.2 Pseudo-qrels for Evaluation
The pseudo-qrels of a query are generated by selecting

those that are closest to some qrel within the query, using
the 1 − cosine distance metric described in Section 2:

1. For every query q:

(a) For every document d in the pool of available doc-
uments:

2These experiments were carried out in Python and the
scikit-learn library.



Train Qrels Test Qrels Precision Recall F-score

10% 90% 0.360 0.100 0.157
20% 80% 0.345 0.118 0.176
30% 70% 0.290 0.112 0.161
40% 60% 0.282 0.125 0.173
50% 50% 0.244 0.123 0.164

Table 2: Retrieved pseudo-qrels evaluated against
the original relevance set.

i. Record the minimum distance between d and
the set of qrels within q (except d).

2. Sort the resulting triples (distance,d,q) in ascending
order and select the top K.

3. Add the selected documents d to the corresponding q.
These are the pseudo-qrels.

For these experiments, the pool of available documents
was generated by taking the top N documents retrieved by
each query for all of the IR systems that we used. We varied
the percentage of available qrels in our experiments, always
making sure that each query had at least one qrel.

Note that the above algorithm selects the candidate pseudo-
qrels using a threshold that is global to all queries. This
means that some queries may receive more pseudo-qrels than
others, and in extreme cases only a few queries will receive
pseudo-qrels. We thought that this is desirable, since the
experiment in Section 2 shows such a strong impact of doc-
ument distance in the relevance of the document. If a query
only has documents that are relatively far from known qrels,
we better not add them as pseudo-qrels.

The approach described above can be seen as a simple
one-rule classifier based on distance. We resorted to such
a simple classifier instead of a more sophisticated classifier
such as the SVM classifier used by Büttcher et al. [1] because
of the scarcity of data and lack of negative judgements in
our scenario. If we were to train an SVM classifier we would
need to find a means to reduce overfitting.

For a first estimation of the quality of the retrieved qrels,
we evaluated our method in the manner of a text classifi-
cation system, by relying on different splits of the original
qrels, and measuring the F-score value for the detection of
relevant documents for each query. For this experiment we
use different partitions as “training” data (which is used for
the documents in the collection to compare against) and
“test” data (which is used for evaluation).

In order to retrieve pseudo-qrels, we set N = 100 (we re-
trieved the top-100 documents for each of our IR systems),
and K = 0.2% (we considered as relevant the top 0.2% of
the most similar documents). The evaluation of the pseudo-
qrels is given in Table 2, when using up to 50% of the qrels
as training data. We can see that overall the performances
are low, specially in recall, but Büttcher et al. [1] found that
low F-scores can still lead to large improvements when mea-
suring the correlation between manual and semi-automatic
relevance judgements. The results also illustrate that when
using only 20% of relevant documents, we achieve the high-
est F-score, and more than a third of the retrieved docu-
ments are relevant.

Figure 2: Kendall’s tau of system orderings using
MAP. The baseline uses percentages of the origi-
nal qrels. The other evaluations use percentages of
the qrels plus the pseudo-qrels for several choices of
N (number of documents chosen per query) and K
(percentage of top documents selected as qrels).

3.3 Correlation for ranking IR systems
Figure 2 shows Kendall’s tau between the ranking of the

IR systems when evaluated using 1) a baseline consisting of
original qrels, and 2) varying percentages of qrels extended
with the computed pseudo-qrels. The evaluation metric was
MAP. The figure presents the results for varying values of N
(the number of documents taken from each query in each IR
system), and K (the percentage of top documents selected
as pseudo-qrels).

The baseline shown in the figure uses the qrels without
the pseudo-qrels and it reflects the quality of the evaluation
when using the available data. We can observe, as expected,
that larger percentages of qrels lead to better correlation
figures. The other curves show the evaluation quality when
the qrels are expanded with pseudo-qrels.

The figure shows that different choices of values of N and
K affect the quality of the evaluation. When we choose rel-
atively few documents (N = 30) to form the pool of avail-
able documents, the results do not improve on the baseline.
This is presumably due to the lack of enough documents to
gather useful statistics. When we choose a larger number of
documents (N = 100), then a wise threshold K may lead
to improvements. In our experiments, choosing a relatively
small percentage of documents from the pool (K = 0.2%)
leads to results above the baseline, but choosing a larger
percentage (K = 1%) leads to a decline of results. This
is in line with the analysis shown in Figure 1, which indi-
cates that the percentage of relevant documents decreases
steeply as we increase the distance. Therefore a threshold
which is too relaxed may introduce too much noise. With
a choice of N=100 and K=0.2%, small percentages of qrels
lead to a comparatively greater improvement over the base-
line. These results are very encouraging and support the
idea of using distance metrics to compensate for the lack
of available relevance judgements and the lack of negative
relevance judgements.

When selecting the qrels, all the results described above



Figure 3: Official map scores using official qrel ver-
sus limited true qrels combined with the pseudo-
qrels for N = 100 and K = 0.2

used the top qrels (those appearing first in the list of qrels).
Figure 2 also includes the results when using a random se-
lection of qrels. It shows wide changes for small percentages
of qrels, and it tends to agree with the baseline for larger
percentages. This probably means that the choice of qrels
really matters, and documents from the top qrels may be
quality relevant documents. In future work we will study
the impact of the selection of qrels further.

Figure 3 shows the system map scores using the official
qrel combined with the pseudo-qrels for three varying sizes
of limited positive qrels. As a reference we also show the
curve when using 20% of qrels only. It can be seen that the
scores generated by the pseudo-qrels range in the vicinity
of the official map scores for qrel = 80%, while the results
with the lower percentage of true qrels tend to be underes-
timated. However, the ordering of the runs which was our
ultimate goal, remains stable. When using 20% of qrels, the
curves with and without pseudo-qrels look similar, but lead
to different rankings, as the Kendall’s tau scores in Figure 2
illustrate.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown promising results towards the use of a

simple distance-based approach to expand a set of relevance
judgements. The results are particularly encouraging when
the number of available relevance judgements is very limited,
and works when there are only positive judgements.

These results suggest the use of distance-metrics exten-
sions of relevance judgements as a quick and cheap evalua-
tion during the development stage of information retrieval
systems when there are few and only positive relevance judge-
ments. It can therefore be applied for the development of IR
systems that search for relevant clinical studies, even when
the set of known available relevant documents is just the list
of references of a sample clinical systematic review.

Further work includes a more comprehensive study of the
thresholds that lead to the best evaluation setting. It is
also desirable to determine how well these findings carry to
other domains. Also, given that the measure of quality used
in this study is based on the correlation of rankings with

an automated evaluation metric, it is desirable to extend
this study with real human judgements for a more precise
characterisation of the possibilities of this approach.

We have used a very simple distance metric in this study.
It will be interesting to explore the impact of additional
distance metrics that may use domain knowledge or more
sophisticated linguistic information.
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